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5 Trends From
5 Industry Pros


Jill Sands
Publisher, The Trend Forecaster


Ode to Mother Nature – Ever popular are the three B’s: 
Birds, Bees and Butterflies, but taking center stage will be song 
birds, often pen-and-ink rendered in sepia tones and purples. 
In addition to shells in all shapes and sizes, look for deer and 
moose antlers (the antique shop variety) and animal horn. Also, 
animal skin, especially leopard, leather and fur — like the fur-lined ankle-strapped 
mega-heel shoes by Celine. Coral, for its color and free-form shape, will be focal. In 
the flora category we’ll see bleached pine cones, birch barks in black and white, a 
nice contrast to the poppies which were everywhere at Maison et Objet. Poppies are 
beautifully graceful, simple and their corally-red coloration is very on trend.


Modern Romance – Think early 1960s, Mad Men. Modern romance with peek-
a-boo lace, layers of open weave and velvets; flirty curves and full-fabric drapes: 
florals with romantic colors and themes. Pearlescent and reflective surfaces such as 
mercury glass, shimmer vs. shine, soft metallics and warm metals are in. Romantic 
glows are achieved with layered lighting (floor, table, overhead and uplights) creat-
ing a feminine mystique. Colors are soft with dusty hues of pinks, plum, light and 
darkened blues, and all values of gray.


Express Yourself – No rules! Listen to your inner instincts. Make your home 
YOU-nique, evoking memories like a photograph. Traditionally timeless styling is 
simplified, modernized and re-colored, combining architectural elements and styles 
from neo-classic periods. Its clean, fresh looks belie its historic heritage. Paired with 


men’s suiting patterns (Mad Men, again) and crisp white painted molding it easily 
transitions to contemporary or traditional. Look for furniture painted in multi-
hued stripes, patterns, and flags (U.S.A., France’s tri-couleur and the Union 
Jack). Combine with handcrafted ethnic influences (embroidery, knits, reverse 
appliqués), distressed surfaces, animal prints, Suzani, paisley, ikats, toiles, or cal-
ico which is trending in. Most important, remember to include a pinch of quirky.


Mid-Century Vintage – Built-to-last factory parts and pieces are re-pur-
posed for function and fun. These nostalgic gears and industrial parts have 
become collector items since our factories of old have moved overseas. Look for 
tables on wheels, gear lamps, freezer latches, etc. Trunks were everywhere at Mai-
son et Objet; mirrored, cowhide or painted. Some displayed as coffee tables are 
re-purposed as drawer chests. Trunks are a symbol of transition in our lives. A mix 
of textures and materials add pizzazz without commitment to color. Hues are mel-
lowed grays, complemented with old brick, pewter, gold, kiwi and aubergine.


Architectural Engineering and Contrasts – Look for simplicity with 
exciting, outstanding touches of chic styling. Chehoma exhibited a white chest 
of drawers with oversized free-form red coral drawer pulls. Simple, but so 
elegantly casual looks belie intense behind-the-scenes engineering. Every-


thing lies perfectly; the ruffles, angled stripes, asymmetrical lines, pin-tucks, 
draping and oversized zippers with decorative pulls. The distinction between fashion 
and home decor has become a blur; what you see on the runway today is in home 
decor tomorrow. The “it” colors are in combinations of stripes, blocking and circles. 
So unpretentious, yet so outstanding. Tiresome matchy-matchy is long gone. Con-
trasts whip up our creative juices. Rustic and formal, town and country. It’s simple 
and elegant.


Michelle Lamb
Editorial Director, The Trend Curve


The Blues – Blue is coming back in a big way, 
but not necessarily the yellow-cast blues we have 
been so comfortable with over the last few years. 
The new direction gives red influences the spot-
light. Some of these blues will feel like periwinkle 
in a nod to purple’s recent dominance on the color wheel, but most will 
take a less dramatic approach. Red-cast navy is one example of this. 
Denim blue is another. It works with all the French Laundry linens that 
have taken the decor market by storm, and it also fits with a revival of 
interest in Americana that will become more obvious next year.


Brown – Has brown ever gone away? No. But it has been nudged 
aside by a love of gray that is unrivaled since the 1980s. Gray won’t 
decline completely, but it will be forced to give back some of the mar-
ket share it wrestled away from brown in the past two years.


What kinds of browns? As a transitional step, take notice of the dry 
and pasty hues that bridge brown and gray; these evolutionary options 
are already showing up in the market. Then, expect these two neutrals 
to break apart, with browns reaching for yellow influences that will 
make them feel not only fresh, but also warm — a warmth the market 
has been missing in neutrals. Another shift will be a focus on light 
browns.


Global Village – Bohemian or tribal? Scandinavian or Ukrainian? 
The answer is YES. For 2011 putting ethnic influences together will be 
on trend. The story will begin with motifs like ikats and Suzanis, and 
then layer on primitive icons from ancient cultures. This will take us 
most of the way through 2011. As 2012 nears, however, folkloric influ-
ences will join in, creating the truest sense of a global village that the 
market has experienced so far.


French Laundry – The market just can’t seem to get enough of 
casual French decor, and in 2011, consumers will embrace the next 
evolution in a big way. French Laundry fabrics, like produce-sack linens 
with stenciling, have been building for upholstery and other decorating 
elements for about 12 months, so there is an excellent textiles founda-
tion already in place. In 2011, the other pieces will fall into place for 
mainstream assortments: ginghams and casual plaids, wood with an 
aged look, galvanized-look metals and more.


Mixed Textures – Tactile texture was a hard sell just 18 months 
ago. Styles required surfaces that were smooth to the touch, with fiery 
wood grains, plain linens, discrete jacquard fabrics and satin-finished 
metals leading the way. They were signposts of a growing interest in 
tradition and formality.


Going forward, however, it’s all about texture. And not just one, but 
layered textures on a single piece, and multiple textures used together 
in a single setting. Does this mean the market’s dalliance with tradition 
and formality is over? Hardly. It does, however, suggest that classical 
references will be more important than traditional 18th century ones.


Barclay Butera
Lifestyle Designer, Barclay 
Butera Incorporated


Animal Prints – One of my signa-
ture looks is layering fabulous animal 
prints into all of my projects. Whether 
it’s a leopard carpet in a mountain 
chalet or a sleek zebra print chair in a slick city space, animal 
prints will continue to be a strong trend for accent in 2011 
and beyond. Not only are they are versatile and work in all 
traditional, contemporary and transitional settings, they add 
a sexy twist to the room like nothing else.


Silver and Nickel plated accessories – These rich 
accents are like jewelry for the room. My most recent Barclay 
Butera Home offering is The Park Avenue Collection, which is 
inspired by the well traveled gentleman who is a collector of 
fine art and frequents the finest men’s haberdasheries in the 
world. Soft soothing blues, grays and charcoal dominate the 
color palette and any warm silver based pieces mixed in add 
depth and a bit of sparkle.


Transitional Art – I am seeing a strong swing in residen-
tial and hospitality projects of art leaning toward transitional 
pieces that are less predictable and much more unique in 
design. Bold colors in abstract patterns are adding punch to 
the walls and there will be much more graphics and textured 
art in the coming year.


Natural Fiber Rugs – Sisals, abaca, textures and weaves 
are coming on strong in 2011. I have just launched a collec-
tion of rugs with sustainable design leader Merida featuring 
all natural materials infused with slight touches of patterns 
and colors. My on-going crush on all that is men’s haberdash-
ery is the base of the inspiration for this collection, which 
encompasses fine trims and classic weaves, patterns and my 
signature colors of blues and clean neutrals. Tailored and 
fresh, they will be the floor covering of choice in 2011.


Chinoiserie – I think there will be a return to a bit of 
embellishment in 2011, and touches of chinoiserie will domi-
nate in accent furniture and home decor accessories. Mixing 
in subtle elements of unexpected Oriental pieces adds flair 
and a dash of panache.


■ Damier red clock features a gingham
pattern. Comptoir de Famille. 
866.709.8085. www.comptoirdefamille.net 
Circle #918


■ Brown butterfly pillow. Palecek. 
800.274.7730. www.palecek.com 
Circle #919


■ Leopard print matchbox. The Joy of Light. 
860.267.4611. www.thejoyoflight.com Circle #920
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